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Covid Restrictions over Christmas are
Unlikely to Change
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•

Norwich City v Cardiff
City (H) 19th December
12.30 pm

•

Watford v Norwich City
(A) 26th December 7.45
pm

•

Norwich City v QPR (H)
City 28th December 7.45
pm

•

Norwich v Barnsley (H)
City 2nd January 3.00
pm

•

Norwich City v Coventry
City FA Cup 3rd Round
(H) 9th January 12.00
pm

Follow us

Coronavirus restrictions are being
discussed by officials as the
government comes under pressure to
tighten Covid19 rules over the
Christmas period as concerns over a
rise in infections are being raised.

BETWEEN 23 AND
27 DECEMBER
YOU CAN CREATE
A “CHRISTMAS
BUBBLE”
Labour has called for the measures
over Christmas to be reviewed.
Shadow communities secretary Steve
Reed said "given what we now know
about the failure of [England's] tiered
system to control the rate of infection".
However, cabinet minister Robert
Jenrick is encouraging the public to
"use their own judgement" on who the
important people are to see over the
five days instead of insisting on a
nationwide Covid19 restriction
policy. London parts of Essex and

Hertfordshire have been moved to the
most strict tier of restrictions around
61% of England is under the toughest
restriction.
Furthermore, it was agreed that by all
four UK nations to "unanimously" agree
to keep the relaxed Christmas Covid
rules in place, the prime minister has
said - but some advice will change.
What are the Christmas rules?
•
Between 23 and 27 of
December you can create a
“Christmas bubble” of three
households (including your own
household)
•
You can travel between tiers
and UK nations to meet with your
two other households
•
You can only meet in homes,
places of worship and public
outside areas NOT pubs or
restaurants
•
You can meet people outside
your bubble depending on your
local rules

For promotions and
contributions:

Victorybugle
@ormistonvictoryacademy.co.uk

The Bugle’s Statement:
Our commitment to an
inclusive, entertaining and
informative newsletter is what
drives the contributors of this
publication. If you have any
comments or suggestions,
contact us and we’ll address
you issues as quickly as we
can. We can only publish if you
care.
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US 2020 Election Results
IZZY, YEAR 8—POLITICAL REPORTER

Carolina, South Dakota, Tennessee, Texas (Swing State),
Utah, West Virginia and Wyoming.
While President-Elect Biden claimed Arizona (Swing
State), California, Connecticut, Colorado, Delaware, District
of Columbia, Georgia (Swing State), Hawaii, Illinois, Maine,
Maryland, Massachusetts, Michigan (Swing State),
Minnesota (Swing State), Nevada (Swing State), New
Hampshire, New Jersey, New Mexico, New York, Oregon,
Pennsylvania (Swing State), Rhode Island, Vermont,
Virginia, Washington and Wisconsin (Swing State).

The final 2020 US election results ended with 306 electoral votes
to Democratic Candidate Joe Biden and 232 to Republican
Donald Trump.
President Trump won Alabama, Alaska, Arkansas,
Florida (Swing State), Idaho, Indiana, Iowa, Kansas, Kentucky,
Louisiana, Mississippi, Missouri, Montana, Nebraska, North
Carolina (Swing State), North Dakota, Ohio, Oklahoma, South

However, President Trump refuses to accept the
results for the election, demanding multiple recounts and
even going to the Supreme Court to get the election
overturned. The courts have denied Trump’s cases but many
Americans think Trump will refuse to step down come
January the 20th.
The Senate race ended with 46 seats to the
Democrats, 50 to the republicans and 2 Independent seats
(Republicans having the Majority). The house race ended
with 222 seats to Democrats and 211 to Republicans
(Democrats taking the Majority).

Biden and the Paris Agreement
PETER, YEAR 7—POLITICAL REPORTER
The Paris Agreement sets out a global framework to avoid dangerous climate
change by limiting global warming to well below 2°C and pursuing efforts to limit it
to 1.5°C. It also aims to strengthen countries' ability to deal with the impacts of
climate change and support them in their efforts. But the ex-president Trump
decided to leave it but with the recent election of Joe Biden will the agreement
affect America once again?
The election of Joe Biden as President of the United States could reduce global heating by about 0.1C, bringing the goals of the
Paris agreement “within striking distance”, if his plans are fulfilled, according to a detailed analysis.
Biden’s policy of a target to reach net zero carbon emissions by 2050, and plans for a $1.7tn investment in a green recovery from
the Covid crisis, would reduce US emissions in the next 30 years by about 75 gigatonnes of carbon dioxide or its equivalents.
Calculations by the Climate Action Tracker show that this reduction would be enough to avoid a temperature rise of about 0.1C by
2100.
However, Biden is likely to face opposition to many of his proposals, from the Republican party nationally and at state level, while
his room for manoeuvre will be limited by the Democrats’ showing in the Senate. If legal challenges to his plans are brought, they
will be decided by a heavily conservative supreme court.

NUTS ABOUT NATURE
GIFTING TO THE ENVIRONMENT
Maisie, YEAR 10—ENVIRONMENTAL REPORTER
friendly gifts, there is a really cool selection of things that aren't overly
expensive.
I know this year is very weird and definitely
completely different to any other Christmas anyone's
ever had. However, it is also the time of year for
most to be giving and buying gifts for people you
love. This year I'm going to be giving you ideas for
some environmentally friendly gift ideas.
First of all, check where you're buying from, is it a
website that supports the environment, or do they
manufacture in a country that's really far away and
ship it over? There are many different eco-friendly
sites that think about their products' effects on the
world. Even on Amazon, if you search for eco

Another option for other people interested in helping the environment
are virtual gifts of donations to charities across the world. For about a
tenner, you can give a gift of essential items to children and support
their start to life.
You could also make someone a gift, taking the time to craft
something shows that you put time and effort into their gift. If you want
to be even more eco-friendly you can use biodegradable materials,
such as wool made from actual wool, instead of acrylic, although this
can be more expensive.
I hope these gift ideas help you choose the eco-friendly option this
Christmas.
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Another Cheesy Chick-Flick… Or Something More?
JACOB, YEAR 12—SENIOR ENTERTAINMENT REPORTER
It’s that time of the year again; fluffy socks
are pulled up high, hot chocolates are
downed vigorously every night, and Santaesque memorabilia looms around every
corner. I, for one, never fail to be
bewitched by the festive aroma that filters
through the air during the wintry months,
and unlike the poet John Keats, deem it a
time of jolly good fun and friends.
The new binge-worthy Netflix
series, creatively entitled ‘Dash & Lily’,
after the protagonists that are surprisingly
named ‘Dash’... and ‘Lily’, captures the
holiday cheer that I think the nation could
do with after such a blundering year. I was
instantly captivated by the show, being that
it centred around a bookshop - an
establishment in which I am frequently
accustomed to hibernating within, in order
to escape reality, and because I am simply
drawn to the cosy allure of them.
Exempting my biased perspective
however, the plot may also be perceived
as surprisingly engaging, for any nonlovers of the romantic genre, or non-lovers
of love in general. The somewhat-cold and
reserved ‘Dash’, stumbles upon a book
unlike any other within the notorious
‘Strand’ bookstore, New York, that has
been composed by ‘Lily’ and consists of a
series of instructions that will lead to
becoming acquainted with her - a bold
move in the romantic arena, but desperate
times I suppose. Both characters then

proceed to exchange the book between
each other, without having officially met
or even knowing each other’s
appearance, with little tasks for the two
to perform in order to find out more about
each other. Underneath the surface, this
is more than just a rom-com however, as
further into the story, it shows the
difficulties between other relationships in
life, and the traded dares put both
characters outside of their comfort
zones, which benefits and develops
them effectively.
A lot could be learnt from this gem, as
‘Lily’ is a character with an
overwhelmingly bubbly personality and
an advocate of individuality, and I believe
many of the messages preached within
the storyline are ones that we could all
abide by in order to find more comfort
within ourselves and this universe,
including the brilliance of books. No
matter if one looks so philosophically into
this epic telecast or not though, it is still
an indubitably delightful and funny
number to watch this Christmas, and it
might even make a cynic believe in the
possibility of love. Oh and for any old
and dedicated fans of the Jonas
Brothers, like myself, they make quite a
memorable guest appearance so what
more could you ask for? Have a lovely,
relaxing holiday and whack on this
mindless, easily-watchable series!

Man Astounded as Inflatable Grinch Is
Bigger Than His House
FREYA, YEAR 7—CURRENT AFFAIRS REPORTER
When it comes to online shopping, we have all struggled once or twice when we don’t read the
product description or misread it.
Take a look at this man who ordered a grinch for his daughter but he didn’t know it would be this
big…
Ray Liddell from Hartlepool, County Durham, bought the giant Grinch which cost a whopping £500,
and it's an amazing 35-feet which is bigger than their actual house!
He stated “"I only ordered it for my daughter as she loves Grinch. I was delighted with her reaction,
let alone that of strangers. "Jasmine (his daughter) was just screaming at it like crazy when it was
all blown up."
He said there were probably about 5,000 who came to take a photo (they were still social
distancing). Ray asked the people who visited to donate some money for charity and so far they
have raised more than £20,000!
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Christmas in Sweden

This article is all about Christmas in Sweden. It is an
interesting country for the Christmas period, with many
beliefs that are different to ours. In this piece, we will be
exploring the wonders of a Swedish Christmas.

HUEY, YEAR 7—ENTERTAINMENT REPORTER

First off lets begin with the main thing that
makes a Swedish festive season so different. Krampus.
He is a half demon half goat that punishes little children
if they have not been good. I’d be scared around the
Christmas time if I wasn’t very well behaved! This is an
interesting contrast to Santa or Saint Nicholas, who
reward the people for being good. In my personal
opinion, I think that this is a great idea to add to
Christmas to make kids behave properly.
Another weird thing that contrasts our
traditions is the fact that they celebrate Christmas one
day earlier than usual. They are some very lucky
people! I find it odd because if we hold the holiday on
the birthday of Jesus, then why are they celebrating it
the day before? I always thought that December 25th is
a universal date for Christmas but I was wrong.
Thirdly, let's talk about the foods they usually
eat to celebrate. A Swedish table for a meal at
Christmas would normally have Christmas ham, pork
sausage, an egg, an anchovy mixture and a few more.
This is typically a more meaty selection than here in
England, however some are the same ( such as the
ham and meat ). However, the anchovies are a different
thing that is never on a typical Christmas dish in
England. Although I did expect some form of fish on the
list, since fishing is a big part of Swedish culture.
Nothing really changes when it comes to gifts.
Alcohol is a main one for adults, since it is highly

expensive in Sweden, but apart from that, tech, sweets and clothing
seem to be the main things people buy not just in Sweden but almost
universally.
Swedish Christmas decorations normally consist of some of
the usual things such as baubles, but apart from that they are rather
different including candles, Swedish flags, small gnomes, tasseled caps
and even straw ornaments! I think this is really creative because you
can probably make so much out of straw. Another one is the apples.
I’m not sure if it is a part of their culture, but I have never heard of
apples on Christmas trees. But by far the strangest one is the gnomes.
I’ve never heard of this before but it actually sounds like it could work.
So, there you have it! Sweden is different with Christmas but
in a good way, and it was really interesting to find out all about the
traditions of this wonderful country.

Spanish Christmas Traditions
ABIGAIL, YEAR 8—ENTERTAINMENT REPORTER
In Japan, there are many fun, festive traditions that the
people do over the month of December!
First of all the basics - in Japan, Christmas day is on the
25th (same day as the UK) also Christmas in Japanese is
Kurisumasu pronounced Christmasu. As there are very few
Christians in the country, the religious connotations were
not brought over from the West, making Christmas in
Japan not a national holiday. Some of the traditions, Japan
made themselves these include….

Exchanging gifts:

Eating Strawberry Shortcake:

Christmas illuminations:

This is an example of one of the many cakes they eat at
christmas time! Japan eat cake at Christmas because after
WW2 ended, u.s occupied Japan and helped rebuild
Japan's infrastructure. Because of this, Japan was massmaking a lot of sugar contained products such as
chocolates and cakes. The Japanese feel it's good to eat a
cake because it symbolizes economic prosperity and the
unique mixing of Japanese and western culture. The cake
consists of sponges, whipped cream, filling, frosting and of
course strawberries.

Public parks such as Inokashira and famous landmarks (Tokyo
station) decorate with Christmas decorations. They use a
variety of beautiful Christmas lights and put on brilliant shows.
Mainly, couples go and see these shows and walk around the
streets admiring the displays.

Ordering KFC for Christmas Dinner:
Yes! Japanese eat KFC as their Christmas dinner! This is
because one day, a manager in japan who worked at KFC,
had a thought at midnight to sell a “party barrel” at
Christmas . So, KFC did and it was extremely popular. So
popular in fact, that the whole of Japan started eating KFC
for their dinner!

In Japan, it is normal for couples to exchange gifts on
Christmas as it’s almost seen as a couples day. However, no
one else gives gifts. It's extremely unpopular. This is
because New Years is seen as a much much bigger
celebration and this is when they'd give gifts!

Attend the Disney
parade:
The parades are hosted all
throughout December.
They're fun and festive
with candy giveaways.
The characters have
brilliant costumes and with
every parade you get to
meet Santa himself! Yet
again these are basically
only attended by couples on Christmas eve.
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Christmas in Germany
HARRISON, YEAR 7—ENTERTAINMENT REPORTER
Many Christian countries across the world
celebrate Christmas in their own special way.
Some of Germanys Christmas traditions are just
like ours here in England and some are very
different.
Many children across Germany believe
in Saint Nicolas. Germany celebrates Saint
Nicolas day (Sanktnikolaus Tag) on the 6th
December. This is a very popular day for all the
children, but Saint Nicolas is not to be confused
with Santa clause. In Germany Santa Clause in
known as Weihnachtsmann or Father Christmas.
(image of the Krampus)
Many German people remember the
death of Nicolas of Myra who died on the 6th
December in the year 346. He was a Greek
Christian bishop who was known for secretly
giving gifts and providing miracles. Gifts were
often given from Saint Nicolas and left secretly in
shoes or boots. So, children across Germany on
the evening of the 5th December clean and polish
their boots before going to bed. The next morning
all the good children find their shoes filled with
nuts, chocolate and small gifts from Saint
Nicolas.
The not so good children may be visited
from Saint Nicolas’s sidekick. His name is
Krampus. Krampus is a devil like creature with
two horns sticking out of his head. He is believed
to accompany Saint Nicolas to teach naughty
children to behave. On the night of Saint Nicolas
German people dress in hideous Krampus
costumes and roam the streets of Germany and
occasionally they get invited inside naughty
children’s houses by their parents.
Christmas and New Year
In Spain, Christmas is known as
Navidad and Merry Christmas is known as
feliz navidad. Happy new year is known as
feliz año nuevo. Their presents are not
delivered by father Christmas, instead the
three wise men do, which are called Reyes
magos. The Reyes magos celebrates the
three wise men going to Bethlehem to see
baby jesus. They offered him presents, hence
why every year at Christmas the children of
Spain write letters to one of the three wise
men. Then on the 6th of January they hope to
wake up to the presents they asked for.The
presents are usually given to the children on
the 6th of january instead of the 25th of
december.

Another German tradition
that we also follow here in
England is the advent calendar,
this is an important countdown to
Christmas. Every day for four
weeks a window in the advent is
opened to reveal a poem, part of a
story, sweets or a small gift. At the
end of the calendar count down
this is when the Christmas
festivities start, and Father
Christmas arrives just like here in
England.
Germany is also very
famous for Christmas markets.
This tradition dates back to the
15th Century, there are 2500
Christmas markets in Germany.
This tradition has spread to many
other countries and continents.
There are several thousand
Christmas markets across
Germany every year and
thousands of tourists visit
Germany especially for the
markets. The markets are filled
with all kinds of traditional
Christmas goodies, Mulled wine
(Gluhwein), Feuerzangenbowie - a
alcoholic potent beverage with
high alcohol levels, Lebkuchen –
this is similar to our gingerbread.
These contain honey, spices, and
nuts. Also, traditional Nativity
scenes, nutcrackers, Bratwurst
(type of sausage) and stollen (a

Christmas trees are also decorated
indoors but these are not put up until
Christmas eve. However, houses and
gardens are decorated with lights for the
whole festive season.
On Christmas eve the festive
celebrations start. Many families attend a
local Christmas church service. Afterwards
families celebrate at home by lighting
candles or lights on their Christmas tree for
the first time. Families often read Christmas
stories and sing Christmas carols in the
evening.
Festivities carry on through to 6th
January, this day is known as the three
kings festival and is a public holiday. On this
day children and teenagers dress as the
three wise men. They go from house to
house to sing carols, pray and bless the
houses and to collect money for charity.
This is often organised by the local church.

Spanish Christmas Traditions
Jessica, YEAR 9—ENTERTAINMENT REPORTER
24th of December
On the 24th of christmas,
which is the most important family
gathering of the year, the spanish
people have a big feast. Usually, they
have prawns for starters, followed by
roast lamb. Then finished with a
Christmas sweet called turroón, which
is nugget made of toasted sweet
almonds. For drinks they have plenty
of Spanish wine and cava which is a
Spanish version of French
Champagne.

22nd of December
25th of December
On the 22nd of December, there is a
huge lottery which most Spanish people
participate in, by buying lottery tickets. The
winning numbers are announced on tv live by
school children. Once the lottery numbers are
announced, that's when Christmas comes to
life.

sort of bread with fruit.)

On 25th of December,
children may receive a small gift in the
morning, but their main presents are
given on the 6th of January.
Christmas day is a national holiday in
Spain. However, the day is not a big
celebration, people usually have a

calm day and go for a walk or go to the
pub. At lunch they have a large feast but it
is more common to see families going out
to eat in the afternoon.
31st of December
New years eve is known as
Nochevieja. It is a big celebration all over
the country with street parties and family
gatherings. On the stroke of midnight it is
a tradition to eat 12 grapes, one one on
each stroke of the clock to bring good luck
for the new year.
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A Japanese Christmas 日本のクリスマスの伝統
KATELYN, YEAR 8—ENTERTAINMENT REPORTER
Christmas in Japan is a fun, festive time of year. Since there
are few Christians in the country, none of the religious
connotations associated with Christmas were brought over
from the West, and Christmas isn’t a national holiday. But the
Japanese still put-up Christmas trees LED lights and go to
Christmas markets on top of a few more traditions that are
purely Japanese.

Christmas shopper.

Throughout the winter season eastern inspired Christmas
markets are held from Hokkaido to Kyushu, you can but
goods from ornaments to beverages.

A reason why Christmas
may not be widely
celebrated is the Japanese
work-culture tradition
of oseibo, when co-workers
exchange gifts. Presents
are more commonly
exchanged for the New
Year, which is a much
bigger deal in Japan.

A Japanese tradition since the 1970’s has been to eat KFC.
It’s not uncommon to pre order meals for the week of
Christmas weeks in advance, and it’s easily the busiest time
of year for the fast-food giant.

Tokyo Disney hosts its annual Christmas parades in December.
It’s everything that’s expected of a Christmas parade, from fun,
festive costumes and music to sweet giveaways and even an
appearance by Santa himself.

Why not follow this off with cake! The Japanese ‘Christmas
cake’ is actually a light and spongy Japanese strawberry
shortcake with whipped cream filling and frosting,

Did you know the earliest recorded Christmas celebration in Japan
was way back in 1552? However, many believe small Christmas
celebrations started in 1549, when Saint Francis Xavier arrived in
Japan. This tradition continued until 1635.

(although it’s also very popular for birthdays) and is a great
way to celebrate the season with family and friends.
Christmas wouldn’t be Christmas without a little holiday
shopping, during this time shops and malls get decked out
with decorations and edible goods to attract the eye of the

However, it wasn’t until 1875 when Santa first made an
appearance. In Tokyo, at the Harajo School from Ginza, a Santa
Claus dressed as a Samurai appeared at the Christmas
celebration, and in 1898, a children’s book about Santa was
published – titled Santakuro.

An Extraordinary Christmas Tradition in Guam
SYNDIE-FREY, YEAR 7—ENTERTAINMENT REPORTER
On the island of Guam they definitely have their own style of
Christmas traditions. Some might call them extraordinary.
You might be asking yourself “what is Guam or even who?”
Well Guam is an island no bigger than the city of Chicago
with a total area of 210 square miles which lies in the Pacific
ocean. This may be one small island but it strives to celebrate
Christmas that captures the island’s community and the outer
islands in a big way.
As you might imagine Christmas in Guam is quite different,
with Santa and his elves relaxing in swimming shorts and
sunglasses under the shade of palm trees on a white sandy
beach. Although in many ways Guam has peculiar Christmas
traditions it has many similarities as we do in England, they
dazzle their streets in Christmas lights and festive displays as
the citizens enjoy the season.

But the most extraordinary tradition that stood out for me and
has been celebrated for the past 68 years every year without
fail, is OPERATION CHRISTMAS DROP. It is the longest
running humanitarian airlift operation and is situated in Yigo,
Guam and is run from the Anderson Air Force Base. Obviously
most of us are lucky enough to be able to go to the shops and
always find what we need, for example clothes and food, but
unfortunately the residents of Guam are less fortunate and have
come to rely on the Anderson air force crew to provide much
needed supplies for about 20,000 citizens around the islands of
Guam.
Months leading up to the drop, volunteers create donation drop
off boxes and raise money from local businesses and citizens,
then the air force crew pack all the supplies into large wooden
crate boxes and load them onto the planes. On Christmas eve,
the crew all come together and from the back of the aircraft the
aircrew drop these crate boxes that have parachutes attached
to them into the ocean where the villagers await for the supplies.
The children and residents are eagerly awaiting with such
excitement and joy just like ourselves on Christmas Eve waiting
for Santa, so instead of seeing 8 reindeers pulling Santa's sleigh
across the skies on Christmas Eve, in Guam you will see
military aircraft filling the skies dropping off much needed
resources and supplies and of course not forgetting a few small
surprises for all the little ones.
What a wonderful and inspirational Christmas tradition to be
able to provide and help the less fortunate and isolated
residents on all of the surrounding islands of Guam. “Felis
Pusgua” (Merry Christmas)

“AN ISLAND NO BIGGER THAN THE CITY OF
CHICAGO”
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Before I begin I’d just like to try and make
up for the awful, awful attempt at a joke in
the title, of which I do greatly apologise
for. Moving swiftly on…

We Wish You A Spanish Christmas
RUBY, YEAR 10—SENIOR ENTERTAINMENT REPORTER
in

Spain is one of the 44 countries in Europe
as of now, according to the United Nations.
Christmas in Spain differs from our
traditions in the UK, you’d probably be
surprised to know that they celebrate
Christmas on the 6th of January. This is
called The Epiphany. Spanish people call
the Epiphany ‘Fiesta de los Tres Reyes
Mages’ which in english means ‘the festival
of the three magic kings’. This day
celebrates when the three kings brought
their gifts of gold, frankincense and myrrh
for the baby Jesus.
January 6th is also when everybody opens
their gifts. Some Spanish families have a
feast/family meal on December 25th but
not all and Santa Claus doesn’t actually
visit Spain, which is quite an anomalous
tradition in comparison to other countries.
Because gifts are exchanged and opened
on January 6th, children believe that the
three kings deliver the presents. Also,
around Christmas time, Spain has a
massive lottery known as ‘the Fat Lottery’
for millions of euros which hundreds of
thousands of Spanish people take part in.
It is a friendly competition and down to
pure luck whose entry is the winner.
This one you may have heard of or even
take part in yourself and that is midnight
mass. This tradition is quite selfexplanatory. Midnight Mass is actually a
Western, twelfth century tradition that
many Spanish people opt to take part in.
Merry Christmas in spanish is ‘Feliz
Navidad’. Feliz can mean either merry or
happy as they don’t have separate words.
Christmas eve. December 24th. This date
is extremely important to Spanish people
and most households have a family
gathering, drinks and a meal. Most bars
and restaurants are also closed from early
in the evening.
Spanish households are also decked out
for Christmas as yes, they do also have
Christmas trees/ However, they aren’t
usually put up until the second half of
December, followed by small. Intricate

“I’ M A GREAT BELIEVER IN LUCK ,
AND I FIND THE HARDER I WORK ,
THE MORE I HAVE OF IT .”
― Thomas Jefferson

Nativity scenes as a reminder of why
Christmas is celebrated. Spanish schools
are also closed for roughly a fortnight,
which is also the same in the UK.
Another aspect of a Spanish Christmas
that differentiates from our traditions is
food. This is one of my favourite things to
talk about, not only when talking about
foreign Christmas traditions. A typical
Christmas meal doesn’t actually have
turkey and stuffing and a majority of the
things that we have. They have mainly fish
such as tuna bellies, various kinds of
cooked fish and boiled shrimp.

some parts of Spain such as Narvarre
does experience snow. One area of the
country doesn’t even experience cold
weather let alone snow, so if you live in
Costa Blanca, expect a Christmas on the
beach!

On the religious aspect, many places
have large nativity scenes called Belens
(with an accent on the second ‘e’). These
nativity scenes include farmhouses,
houses, farms, rivers and marketplaces
and can sometimes take up a whole
table and are prominent in many
households, religious or not. A few days
after Christmas, December the 28th is
the Spanish version of April Fool’s Day
Of course not all households have this as
and is dedicated to playing tricks and
a Christmas meal, but what I am
dressing up. This doesn’t have a big link
describing is a customary Spanish feast.
For the Christmas Eve meal, because it is to Christmas itself but I thought it was
quite a fun celebration. Here’s a brief
so important, the main meal is often
accompanied by a dessert and appetizers. insight of other Christmas traditions
The most popular festive appetizer being a around the world!
small dish called ‘entremeses’, which
consists of various cheeses and chorizo, a Hope you enjoyed reading this and I
didn’t bore you too much!
type of sausage.
Have a great Christmas and a happy
Seasonally, Christmas is also in winter in
new year :)
Spain, however, being a warmer country,
temperatures in December can reach upto
14°C. That’s a standard British summer
time…..again, joking. Winter temperatures
generally don’t go below freezing, however
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Christmas in Ukraine
Grace YEAR 9—ENTERTAINMENT REPORTER

In the majority of countries and households’ trees would be
decorated to look beautiful with twinkly lights, tinsel, baubles and
with a star or fairy on top. This is what the modern tree has
come to look like but for other countries they may still be a bit
old fashioned in following traditions like the legend of the
Christmas spider…
For one Ukrainian family, who had a year of misfortunes, found
themselves without a father, a husband and their only source of
income. They struggled every day to get by and found little hope
until they found a pine cone had come into their humble
home ,which by definition would only classify a home by the
family living inside it, and had taken root. All year they nurtured
and cared for their tree as to them it was a symbol of hope for a
better future.
Finally, Christmas eve had arrived and to their delight they saw
their tree tall, strong and powerful only to be once again filled
with an empty sadness for their tree was bare and they hadn’t
any decorations. That night they fell asleep cold, miserable and
filled with an emptiness that cut deeper than their empty
stomachs and their hope for a magical Christmas day ruined but
unknown to them a magical event was unfolding before them as
they slept.
They awoke in the morning and saw with wide shocked eyes a
magical Christmas tree decorated with shimmering spider webs
of silver and gold. All the family stood before their tree in wonder
knowing they finally had been given some luck, an entire tree
coved in riches. As they wondered how had done this they
realised they knew that the spiders (a great symbol of good luck
in Ukraine) had been at work to give them the Christmas of their
dreams.
From this day forth this loving family in Ukraine were never
hungry again and lived the rest of their lives in peace with the
great happiness of knowing that they had the good luck of the
spiders on the side.

Christmas is in the Air
Ella, YEAR 7—CREATIVE WRITER
As the Christmas tree shines with light
The moon and the stars brighten up the night
Tinsel glimmers on the tree
Lots of presents for you and me
Boxes full of candy canes
Little snowmen scatter the lanes
It's nice to see people smile
Even if it's once in a while
Wreaths hang on decorated doors
Ho! Ho! Ho! chants Santa Claus
His sleigh flies high in the sky
His main rule is you must never lie
Now look forward to a brand new year
And spread a little Christmas cheer.

This legend from the 18th century is still believed and
followed in many Eastern European countries, mostly
Ukraine but also in countries such as Germany and
Poland. Even if the old folk tale isn’t believed, it is still
very common to hang spider webs as a symbol of
celebration in such countries. The spider webs are also
hung to remember those who may be down on their luck or
to try and bring you and your family more luck. This
occurrence is also shown in English Christmas by how many
non-Christians still celebrate Christmas not as a
remembrance of Jesus’ birth but to have an event to
celebrate in the cold and sad
time of winter.
Although most wouldn’t have
heard of this tradition and
therefore may think that it
isn’t very widespread
because most people would
associate the spider web
more with western holidays
like Halloween, spider webs
were in fact the original
version of tinsel. This shows
just how much the legend of the Christmas spider has
affected our Christmas as I certainly cannot imagine a
Christmas without tinsel.
In a modern Christmas in Ukraine their celebrations are
somewhat the same as ours. Their Christmas eve (Sviatyi
vechir) is on the 6th of January and they typically celebrate as
we do. Unlike us it is traditional to decorate your house tree
and table on this day and not before. They decorate their
table with such things as garlic (which is more known as a
vampire repellent than a Christmas decoration) and hay.
They also eat a twelve course Christmas Eve dinner (svyaty
vechir) which is used on very few other occasions. This
dinner represents Jesus’ twelve disciples and they normally
don’t have any meat in the meals. You are also not allowed
to eat during the day and the meal can only be served after
you see the first star which is to remember the three wise
men who went to visit Jesus after his birth.
After this dinner they traditionally preform carols such as
shchedryk (better known as “Carol of the bells” a worldfamous Christmas song).
A lot of Christmas stays the same but instead of Santa Claus
or Father Christmas they have the Didukh (meaning
grandfather spirit) which is said to symbolise their ancestors
and give them gifts. This main day is celebrated on January
7th which follows the calendar of the orthodox church like
many other countries.

Michael Bauble
RUBY, YEAR 10—SENIOR ENTERTAINMENT REPORTER
So, hopefully we’ve all heard of a more modern music artist, Michael Buble.
He is most likely a better known music artist than all the 80’s bands that I
ramble on about and pretend people are interested in (you are really I’m
sure).
Anyway stepping aside from my outdated music taste, I bring you Michael
Buble. He has sung many of our favourite festive songs such as ‘It’s
Beginning to Look a Lot Like Christmas’, ‘Jingle Bells’, ‘Santa Claus is
Coming to Town’ and many others, although these are his three most
popular songs.
Born on September 9th 1975, he first gained initial fame in 2004 after
winning a Juno Award in Canada, which kicked off his popularity and
started to spread his music. Still alive and well today at age 45, he has
released a total of 143 records since 2001 when his first album was
debuted.
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Christmas decorations in Germany are not far from the
decorations around other parts of the world, for
example Christmas trees actually originated in
Germany so it is very common for them to use
Christmas trees to decorate they also have some very
different traditions from the rest of the world that vary in
adults and children.

P AGE 9

A Very German Christmas
MEGAN YEAR 7—ENTERTAINMENT REPORTER

Christmas celebrations normally officially begin on the
6th of December which is more commonly known as St.
Nicholas Day and the children celebrate this day by,
leaving their shoes out the day before St. Nicholas Day
and when they come back to their shoes in the
morning, they are filled with sweets, chocolate, small
gifts and other confectionery goods.

DATING BACK TO 1434,
DRESDEN’S CHRISTMAS
MARKET IS FAMOUS FOR
HAVING THE WORLD’S
BIGGEST NUTCRACKER AND A
GIANT CHRISTMAS PYRMIAD
Advent is also extremely important in Germany and has
many variations of how it is celebrated. For example,
many adults in Germany decorate wreaths with candles
and baubles or decorations to use during the days of
advent. They normally have four candles to symbolise
the four weeks until Christmas and they burn one
candle a week. However, the children in Germany
normally have more stereotypical calendars like the
chocolate calendars or ones with small presents like
some calendars all over the world as they are less
traditional and more for fun purposes.
Christmas is also celebrated as a fun holiday to party
and spend time with friends rather than traditional
celebrations so it is common for people in Germany to
visit what they would call Christmas markets around
Christmas time to go shopping and/or have fun these
markets normally include, food, clothes, gifts,
decorations and any other things you would normally

find in a shopping market. This includes Dresden which is the
oldest Christmas market in Germany dating back to 1434
Dresden’s Christmas market is famous for having the world’s
biggest nutcracker and a giant Christmas pyramid and a 45 foot
high wooden carousel featuring life-sized angels and scenes from
the nativity. If you arrive before Christmas day you will find a huge
celebration on the 5th of December called the Stollen Festival.
They also have many beliefs when it comes to Christmas. For
example, they normally believe that one of two people will deliver
their gifts on Christmas eve many people believe that a mystical
angel-like creature called “Christ Kind” comes and delivers their
presents or many people believe that it is the classic Santa Claus
or Father Christmas.
There are also many different foods that people in Germany eat for
Christmas including, stollen : a loaf-shaped fruit cake made of
yeast, water and flour filled with fruit or gingerbread. It's also
common for them to eat roast dinners for Christmas with the
traditional stuffing, potatoes, and some meats including: fish ,
duck , google , rabbit or salmon. They also commonly consume
mulled wine which is a commonly alcoholic beverage made with
fruits or raisins and can be served hot or cold it can also sometimes
be non-alcoholic.
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Christmas Quiz 2020
1.

Which country started the tradition of
putting up a Christmas tree?

14. What is the best-selling Christmas
single of all time?

2.

How many ghosts show up in A
Christmas Carol?

3.

In Home Alone, where are the
McCallisters going on holiday when
they leave Kevin behind?

15. UK sitcom Gavin and Stacey returned
to TV for a Christmas special in 2019.
How many years has it been off-air
before the reunion?

4.

Which country did eggnog originate?

5.

How many gifts were given in total in
'The Twelve Days of Christmas'
song?

6.

What year did Mariah Carey’s ‘All I
Want For Christmas Is You’ come
out?

7.

In which Christmas movie does Tom
Hanks play 6 of the characters?

8.

In which country is it tradition to eat
KFC for Christmas dinner?

9.

In the movie Love Actually, which
character sang ‘Christmas Is All
Around’?

10. How many of Rudolph's fellow
reindeers' names start with 'D'?
11. What is traditionally hidden inside a
Christmas pudding?
12. Which city has been donating
Trafalgar Square’s Christmas tree to
London every year since 1947?

16. In the episode of Friends ‘The One
with the Holiday Armadillo’, who
dresses up as an armadillo?
17. In Mean Girls, which Christmas song
do the plastics get up on stage to
perform?
18. What time is the Queen’s speech
traditionally broadcast on Christmas
Day?
19. What colour are mistletoe berries?
20. In Home Alone 2, who does Kevin run
into in the hotel lobby?
21. What colour suit did Santa wear until
Coca Cola rebranded him in red?
22. What decoration do elves traditionally
have on their shoes?
23. Miracle On 34th Street centres on
what real-life department store?
24. Which Christmassy song plays at the
end of the 1988 film Die Hard?
25. What is the opening line to Shakin'
Stevens' 'Merry Christmas Everyone'?

13. If you’re born on Christmas day,
what’s your star sign?

ANSWERS ON THE BACK
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Write Your Own Historical
Fiction Competition 2021
Ever fancied being a Roman centurion on the
front line against the rampaging Barbarians; a
suffragette fighting for the freedom of women; a
freedom fighter in the Spanish Civil War
against the fascists; a Roundhead battling with
the Cavaliers?

Then get involved with the Historical Association’s Historical Fiction Competition.
The groups are:
• Across Years 7, 8 and 9 there will be three prizes for the
best individual story. Individual stories indicate a story written
by an individual student who is part of a whole class or year
group who are all writing historical stories.
• Across Years 10,11, 12 and 13 there will be three prizes
for best individual story.
• There is also a prize for the best fictional historical
character in a convincing historical setting. Three prizes will
be on offer here across all year groups.
They are looking for:
• Historical accuracy – even down to the choice of
names characters are given and any props additional to the
historical setting
•

A riveting read with a good plot!

• A convincing story - i.e. is it plausible that these events
and/or this character could have existed at the time?
• Use of historical knowledge to feed the plot, context
and character
• Effective use of historical vocabulary and literary
conventions, including where dialogue is included in the
story
• Creative and interesting perspectives of story-telling.
In the past we have received an entry telling the story of a siege from the perspective of the
castle!
We recommend a minimum story length of 400 words and this year for the first time we have
decided to include a maximum word length of 3500 words. We regret that entries that go over
this word limit may not be considered.
Entries must be received by Friday 30 April 2021. For more information speak to Mr. Mayhew
or follow this link: https://bit.ly/3gR7nqo
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Is Rugby Due a Law Change?
PHILLIP, year 11—SENIOR SPORTS REPORTER
This is a question many rugby players such as myself have been
discussing. Ex-England scrum half, Matt Dawson, thinks that
fundamental laws such as staying on your feet during a ruck should
be changed so no actual
pushing is done in a ruck. Yes,
this may help the game become
freer flowing but it will not allow
the opposition to get the chance
to steal the ball.
Dawson also suggests we
remove scrums, another integral
part of rugby. The RFU has also
stated that no counter rucking
should be performed in matches
at grassroots level. As a rugby player and a supporter, I enjoy
watching or getting involved in rucks. The skill of a good rucker is
amazing. I am firmly in the ‘no’ camp for a change of law, and I know
that a lot of rugby players agree with me.

West Brom get a Draw at the Etihad
HUEY YEAR 7—SPORTS REPORTER
Throughout most of the match, it seemed like Manchester
City were in for another home win, with Raheem Sterling
making an outstanding assist for Ilkay
Gundogan. However, it all went upside down when a
shot from West Brom midfielder Semi Ajayi deflected off
of Ruben Diaz and went into the net. The only thing that came from the second half was a
magnificent double save from West Brom goalkeeper Sam Johnstone in stoppage time. But
the score did not reflect the possession from both teams, with Man City having 77% of it.
Manchester City have now moved up to 6th, and West Brom are still sitting in 19th.
Personally, I feel that unlike recent year, Manchester City are not up for this year’s title
debate. I reckon that this season it is between Liverpool and Tottenham for the title, although
Leicester and Southampton put up a decent argument.
Final score:

Manchester City 1- 1 West Bromwich Albion

CHRISTMAS QUIZ ANSWERS
1.) Germany
2.) Four: former business partner Jacob Marley, and the spirits of Christmas
Past, Present and Future.
3.) Paris
4.) Britain
5.) 364
6.) 1994
7.) The Polar Express. He plays Hero Boy, Father, Conductor, Hobo, Scrooge
and Santa Claus.
8.) Japan
9.) Billy Mack, played by Bill Nighy
10.) Three - Dancer, Dasher, Donner.
11.) A coin
12.) Oslo, Norway
13.) Capricorn
14) Bing Crosby - 'White Christmas', according to the Guinness Book of
World Records..
15.) Nine years - the last episode aired on 1 January 2010
16.) Ross Geller
17.) Bobby Helms - 'Jingle Bell Rock'
18.) 3pm
19.) White
20.) Donald Trump
21.) Green
22.) Bells
23.) Macy's
24.) Sammy Cahn and Jule Styne - 'Let It Snow! Let It Snow! Let It Snow!'
26.) "Snow is falling, all around me"

